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ABSTRACT

Despite their cosmological utility, the progenitors of Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are still unknown,

with many efforts focused on whether accretion from a nondegenerate companion can grow a carbon-

oxygen white dwarf to near the Chandrasekhar mass. The association of SNe Ia resembling SN 1991T

(“91T-like”) with circumstellar interaction may be evidence for this “single-degenerate” channel. How-

ever, the observed circumstellar medium (CSM) in these interacting systems is unlike a stellar wind

– of particular interest, it is sometimes detached from the stellar surface, residing at ∼ 1016 cm. A

Hubble Space Telescope (HST) program to discover detached CSM around 91T-like SNe Ia successfully

discovered interaction nearly two years after explosion in SN 2015cp (Graham et al. 2018). In this work,

we present radio and X-ray follow-up observations of SN 2015cp and analyze them in the framework of

Harris et al. (2016) to limit the properties of a constant-density CSM shell in this system. Assuming

the HST detection was shortly after the shock crossed the CSM, we constrain the total CSM mass in

this system to be < 0.5 M�. This limit is comparable to the CSM mass of supernova PTF11kx, but

does not rule out lower masses predicted for recurrent novae. From lessons learned modeling PTF11kx

and SN 2015cp, we suggest a strategy for future observations of these events to increase the sample of

known interacting SNe Ia.

Keywords: supernovae: general — supernovae: individual (SN 2015cp) — stars: mass loss — binaries:

symbiotic

1. INTRODUCTION

Broadly speaking, Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are

hydrogen-deficient thermonuclear explosions of white

dwarfs (see, e.g., Filippenko 1997, for a review of SNe

and their optical spectra). The landscape of the de-

bate regarding the detailed nature of Type Ia super-
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nova (SN Ia) progenitors has not changed much since

the 1980s, despite the use of SNe Ia as increasingly pre-

cise cosmological tools. The review by Branch et al.

(1995), which concludes that “the coalescence of pairs

of [carbon-oxygen] white dwarfs, and the accretion of

hydrogen on a thermal time scale via Roche-lobe over-

flow from subgiant donors, are the two most promis-

ing candidate progenitor mechanisms for SNe Ia,” and

“there is no strong objection to the notion that sev-

eral, or even all, candidates contribute,” still largely

holds today. The first scenario involving two carbon-
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oxygen white dwarfs (CO WDs) is typically referred

to as the “double-degenerate” (DD) channel, and the

second which involves a nondegenerate companion is

the “single-degenerate” (SD) channel. Two significant

changes since this review are that the helium-shell det-

onation (“double-detonation”) variant of the DD chan-

nel has been brought back into the mainstream (e.g.,

Fink et al. 2010; Shen & Moore 2014), and some au-

thors suggest a variant of the double-degenerate scenario

in which the CO WD merges with the degenerate core

of an asymptotic giant branch (AGB) companion (e.g.,

Soker 2013).

Generally, though, efforts have been focused on distin-

guishing whether SD or DD is the dominant channel for

forming SNe Ia. One of the identifying characteristics of

the SD channel is that it can create a dense, extended,

hydrogen-rich circumstellar medium (CSM), while DD

companions do not — hydrogen-rich material from DD

channels is swept over within a few days, or is quite dis-

tant (& 1017 cm) and low density (e.g. Raskin & Kasen

2013; Shen et al. 2013). From deep radio limits search-

ing for SN ejecta interaction with a red-giant (RG) wind,

Chomiuk et al. (2016) constrain the occurrence of RG

companions for normal SNe Ia to< 10%. Yet there is ev-

idence that some SNe Ia have circumstellar gas: a small

number of SNe Ia, called “Type Ia-CSM” by Silverman

et al. (2013a) who characterized the population, are ob-

served to interact with extremely dense CSM. As noted

by Silverman et al. (2013a) and Leloudas et al. (2015),

all are spectroscopically like SN 1991T (Filippenko et al.

1992) or SN 1999aa (Garavini et al. 2004), i.e., they

have strong Fe III and weak Si II lines near maximum

light (Branch et al. 1993). Hereafter, we will use the

term “91T-like” to mean resembling either of these SNe,

rather than requiring the very weak Ca II H&K absorp-

tion characteristic of SN 1991T itself. The association of

interaction with only this subgroup, which is also asso-

ciated with younger stellar populations, raises the ques-

tion of whether 91T-like SNe Ia have different progeni-

tors compared to normal SNe Ia — they may represent

a SD channel for forming SNe Ia.

Though not distinguished by Silverman et al. (2013a),

interacting SNe actually fall into two categories: those

with prompt interaction, and those with delayed inter-

action. In the SN Ia-CSM class, the two instances of the

latter scenario are SN 2002ic (Wood-Vasey et al. 2004)

and PTF11kx (Dilday et al. 2012). The transition of

PTF11kx from normal to interacting was well observed

both spectroscopically and photometrically. Such tran-

sitions have also been reported in a few SNe Ib (Milisavl-

jevic et al. 2015; Mauerhan et al. 2018), and SN 1987A

provides a famous, though extreme, example from the

Type II class (Larsson et al. 2011; Fransson et al. 2015).

To encompass the delayed interaction group, we use the

label Type X;n SNe — for example, SN 2014C is an

SN Ib;n (Milisavljevic et al. 2015), and PTF11kx is an

SN Ia;n. The “;n” label captures the observational prop-

erties of the class (the SN-only and interacting phases

are independent, observationally) and allows for the ap-

plication to different SN types. Note that the “n” label

indicates narrow emission lines, in accordance with the

canonical interaction class (Type IIn), and that in this

case “narrow” is relative to SN lines — i.e., the narrow

lines are . 5, 000 km s−1 and not necessarily unresolved

nor tracing pre-shock CSM.

There are three important reasons to distinguish SNe

X;n from promptly interacting SNe that surmount the

abhorrence of increasing SN taxonomic entropy. First,

that clearly the CSM in an SN X;n is likely moulded by

different physical processes than that of prompt inter-

actors (PTF11kx is an outlier in the SN Ia-CSM class).

Moreover, it is crucial leverage that the underlying SN

type in SNe X;n can be unambiguously classified and its

explosion energetics inferred from pre-interaction spec-

tra and light curves. Finally, distinguishing these events

is necessary because studies of SNe X;n require new and

unique methods for their discovery, classification, and

analysis — for example, the asymptotic hydrodynamic

solutions from Chevalier (1982) do not apply to these

systems.

Possibly representing SNe Ia;n with the longest de-

lay between explosion and interaction are those SNe Ia

with time-variable narrow absorption lines. Such lines

in the near-maximum-light spectra heralded interaction

for PTF11kx, and individual SNe Ia show evidence for

time-variable lines, though much weaker than in the case

of PTF11kx (Patat et al. 2007; Simon et al. 2009). In

statistical analyses it has been shown that ∼ 20% of

SNe Ia in S0 or later-type galaxies have time-variable or

blueshifted narrow Na I D absorption features (Stern-

berg et al. 2011; Maguire et al. 2013; Sternberg et al.

2014). Whether these time-variable and blueshifted ab-

sorption features, unaccompanied by later interaction,

arise from CSM at ∼ 1017 cm or unassociated and

perhaps more distant interstellar gas is still debated

(Chugai 2008; Wang et al. 2008; Borkowski et al. 2009;

Bulla et al. 2018), stoked by the fact that these events

prefer dusty and gas-rich host galaxies (though the SNe

themselves are not necessarily heavily extinguished). If

CSM is the origin of these features, interaction would

not happen for years and typical SN Ia observations —

which only capture the light curve for ∼100 days near

maximum brightness — would not see the interaction.
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To measure how frequently 91T-like SNe Ia interact

at late times, the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Snap-

shot survey GO-14779 (PI M. L. Graham) surveyed 71

SNe with ages of 1–3 yr (nearly all of them SNe Ia, with

some SNe IIn) throughout the year 2017 in the near-

ultraviolet (NUV). The target list of 80 objects priori-

tized 91T-like SNe and those with blueshifted Na I D ab-

sorption. This program discovered delayed interaction

in SN 2015cp (also known as PS15dpq and PTF15fel),

confirmed by the presence of broad Hα emission in a

follow-up optical spectrum. From the photometric fit,

SN 2015cp exploded on 2015 November 1 (approximate

day of first light) and thus the NUV detection was on

day 681 after explosion. In this paper, all times are

reported relative to the day of explosion unless stated

otherwise. The only pre-interaction optical spectrum

available for this event was its classification spectrum

60 days after explosion, which shows no signs of CSM.

Details of the full survey and the NUV/optical obser-

vations of SN 2015cp are presented by Graham et al.

(2018).

In this work we report radio and X-ray follow-up ob-

servations of SN 2015cp and analyze the radio data, us-

ing the constant-density shell models of Harris et al.

(2016, hereafter “HNK16”) to constrain the total mass

of CSM and other properties. An overview of the

HNK16 models is provided in §2. In §3 we present the

observations of SN 2015cp taken ∼ 80 days after the

NUV detection with the Arcminute Microkelvin Imager

(AMI), the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA), and the

Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory. We analyze the radio

nondetections in §4 to place upper limits on the CSM

mass, extent, and density. In §5 we summarize our re-

sults, contextualize the constraints with SN Ia progen-

itor theory, and outline how to systematically find and

characterize SNe Ia;n.

2. INTERACTION MODEL SUMMARY

HNK16 addressed the scenario of SN Ia ejecta im-

pacting a constant-density, distant, finite-extent shell

of CSM. Though we encourage a familiarity with the

synchrotron radio light-curve behavior described by

HNK16, we will summarize the main conclusions of

that work relevant to this study. For more details on

these equations, including derivations and normaliza-

tions, we refer to HNK16. A glossary of variables is

provided in Table 1.

The important hydrodynamic conclusion of the work

was a simple equation for the time that the forward

shock will reach the outer edge of the CSM shell, which

we sometimes refer to as the “end” of interaction. As

in HNK16 Equation 5, the inner CSM radius (Rin), im-

pact time (timp), and CSM density (ρcsm) are related

through

Rin ∝ t0.7imp ρ
−0.1
csm . (1)

Because the shells have constant density, the mass of a

shell is determined by Rin, ρcsm, and the CSM fractional

width (fR ≡ ∆R/Rin) simply by

Mcsm =
4π

3
ρcsmR

3
in

[
(1 + fR)3 − 1

]
. (2)

Given in HNK16 Equation 7, the time that the forward

shock reaches the outer edge of the CSM shell (the time

of the radio peak luminosity, tp) is related to timp and

fR by

tp ∝ timp (1 + fR)1.28 . (3)

Motivated by nova shells, in HNK16 fR = [0.1, 1], but

we ensured through simulation of thicker shells that this

relation holds at least up to fR = 7. Using this equa-

tion is only appropriate for adiabatic shocks, which we

assume is appropriate for our low-density shells; HNK16

Figure 1 shows where cooling is expected to become im-

portant. The relation is only weakly dependent on the

exact velocity at which the ejecta is truncated, as ex-

plored in HNK16 (Figure 7).

The important radiation conclusion was a parame-

terization for the radio synchrotron light-curves. The

time that the forward shock reaches the outer edge of

the CSM shell is the time of radio peak luminosity.

The optically thin peak specific luminosity (Lν,p, units

erg s−1 Hz−1) is related to ρcsm, Rin, fR, and frequency

(ν) in HNK16 Equation 11,

Lν,p ∝ ν−1 ρ8/7csm R
3/7
in

[
1− (1 + fR)−9/7

]
, (4)

where the exponent 9/7 is an approximation of the fit

value 1.28 to elucidate the relative importance of each

factor. As in HNK16, we use εB = 0.1 as the frac-

tion of energy density in the magnetic field compared

to the gas thermal energy density. HNK16 Figure 1

shows which shells are expected to be optically thin

at all times. After peak, the radio emission declines

rapidly because the CSM shell, heated and accelerated

by the shock, quickly rarefies into the near-vacuum that

lies outside its outer edge (HNK16 Figure 2). Thus,

even a light-curve that was not optically thin to syn-

chrotron self-absorption while the shock was inside the

shell is likely to become optically thin shortly after peak.

HNK16 provides a parameterization for the light-curve

decline considering only emission from the shocked CSM

(HNK16 Equation 12), which describes the decline from

Lp to 10−3 Lp using only timp, fR, and Lν,p. We cannot
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Table 1. Glossary of Variables

Symbol Description Units in this work Defining equation

(Pre-impact) CSM parameters:

ρcsm mass density g cm−3

ncsm particle density cm−3

mp proton mass g 1.673× 10−24 g

µ mean molecular weight ρcsm = µmpncsm

Ncsm column density g cm−2 Equation 5

Rin inner radius cm HNKEq 5

fR fractional width ∆R/Rin

Mcsm mass M� Equation 2

light-curve parameters:

timp time of ejecta impact with CSM days

tp time of radio peak; time that forward shock overruns CSM days HNKEq 7

ν photon frequency Hz

εB ratio of magnetic field energy density to gas energy density

p power-law slope of relativistic electron density HNKEq 25

Lν,p specific luminosity at radio peak erg s−1 Hz−1 HNKEq 11

Note—HNKEq refers to the equation number in HNK16.

comment on early impacts with thin shells because they

would have declined below 10−3 Lν,p by the time of ob-

servation and are therefore not captured by this param-

eterization. A parameterization including the reverse

shock emission is given in HNK16 Equation 13. Exam-

ples of radio light-curves are shown in HNK16 Figures 3

and 4, with Figure 3 showing the light curve including

reverse shock emission.

These models were developed with thin nova shells in

mind; in such a thin shell, the approximation of con-

stant density is appropriate. How accurately constant-
density shell describes a more extended CSM like that of

PTF11kx (Silverman et al. 2013b; Graham et al. 2017)

is unknown.

3. OBSERVATIONS

Radio and X-ray modeling of the nearest analog to

SN 2015cp, PTF11kx, indicated that a PTF11kx-like

event at the distance of SN 2015cp (∼ 170 Mpc) would

be visible in the radio and X-rays, though fading (Figure

1). The CSM parameters for these models come from

Graham et al. (2017), and the model shown represents

the lowest-density possibility for PTF11kx. Synchrotron

and bremsstrahlung emission were calculated as in that

work and HNK16, both including (dashed lines) and ex-

cluding (solid lines) emission from the shocked ejecta

(Gaunt factors from van Hoof et al. 2014) Unfortunately,

no X-ray or radio observations of PTF11kx years after

maximum light are known to the authors for a direct

comparison. The light curves demonstrate that AMI

and VLA observations had a chance of detecting thick,

low-density shells even hundreds of days after interac-

tion has ended. Though not shown here, X-ray obser-

vations were promising for denser shells. We therefore

pursued observations with the Arcminute Microkelvin

Imager (AMI), the Jansky Very Large Array (VLA),

and the Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory.

SN 2015cp was observed by the AMI (Zwart et al.

2008; Hickish et al. 2018) on 04-Dec-2017/19:30:17.7

UT (MJD 58091.82) with a total integration time of

4.96 hr. The AMI-LA is equipped with a digital cor-

relator (Hickish et al. 2018) with a central frequency

of 15.5 GHz and a 5 GHz bandwidth spread across 4096

channels. The data were calibrated using the custom

reduction pipeline reduce dc (see, e.g., Perrott et al.

2013), which also performs flagging for antenna shad-

owing, instrumentation errors, and radio frequency in-

terference (RFI). At this stage the data were binned

into 8 frequency channels and imported into the Com-

mon Astronomy Software Applications (CASA) pack-

age, where additional RFI flagging and then clean-

ing were performed to produce an image, which con-

tained a single unresolved source. Fitting this source

with the CASA task IMFIT gives its J2000 location as
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Figure 1. Observations of SN 2015cp (arrows) in X-ray
(top panel; 0.5–8 keV Swift) and radio (bottom panel; AMI
at 15.5 GHz, bright red; VLA at 6 GHz, dark red) com-
pared to a model with ρcsm = 10−19 g cm−3, fR = 4, and
timp = 50 days created for PTF11kx both including (solid)
and excluding (dashed) contribution from the reverse shock.

α = 03h09m13.18(2)s, δ = +27◦34′16.8(5)′′ with a flux

density of 1.24 ± 0.08 mJy. Given that this position is

∼ 3′ from the phase center and the synthesised beam for

this observation has major and minor axes of ∼ 40′′ and

30′′ (respectively), the object is probably not SN 2015cp.

This conclusion is further supported by the position be-

ing consistent with a known source in the NVSS archive

(Condon et al. 1998). The root-mean square (RMS) at

the phase center of the AMI-LA image is ∼ 30µJy, so

we set a 3σ upper limit on the 15.5 GHz radio emission

from SN 2015cp of ∼ 90µJy.

On UT 24-Dec-2017, we observed SN 2015cp with the

VLA (under program 17B-434, PI Horesh) at a cen-

tral frequency of 6 GHz (C-band) and undertaken in

the B configuration. We used J0329+2756 and 3C 138

for phase and flux calibration, respectively, and reduced

the data using standard CASA calibration and imaging

routines. The observation resulted in a null detection

with a 5.8 µJy RMS, corresponding to a 3σ upper limit

of 17.4 µJy.

Table 2. SN 2015cp Radio and X-ray Observations

UT Date Instrument Observed Frequency 3σ limit

2017-12-04 AMI-LA 15.5 GHz 90 µJy

2017-12-24 VLA 6 GHz 17.4 µJy

2017-12-08 Swift-UVOT 4.8 eV 2.3 µJy

2017-12-08 Swift-XRT 1 keV 6.1 nJy

From UT 8-Dec-2017 through 9-Dec-2017, we ob-

served SN 2015cp with the UVOT and XRT instruments

on Swift. No source is detected in a 4.9 ks UVOT ex-

posure using the UVW1 filter, nor are any counts de-

tected near the source position in the 6.1 ks (livetime,

0.5–8 keV) XRT exposure. Using the Swift UVOT zero-

points1, we derive a 3σ limiting magnitude of 23 in the

AB system. Assuming only absorption by the Galaxy

in the direction of the SN (with NH = 1.1× 1021 cm−2;

Kalberla et al. 2005) and assuming a spectrum with pho-

ton index Γ = 2, we derive a 3σ limiting X-ray flux of

4.1× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 (0.5–8 keV).

4. LIMITS ON THE CSM OF SN 2015CP

In this section we use the constant-density, finite-

extent CSM radio light-curve models of HNK16 to limit

the CSM properties given our radio nondetections. The

direct observational considerations in this analysis are

that (1) impact occurred at > 60 days, (2) our earliest

radio limit is at 764 days, and (3) our deepest radio limit

is at 784 days. In §4.1 we will consider the NUV and

optical observations to argue that the bulk of the CSM

had been swept over by the time of the NUV observa-

tion, and define two scenarios that we consider likely

for the time of radio peak (Cases 1 and 2). In §4.2 we
translate the radio upper limits into CSM mass limits,

from which we see the importance of regular monitoring

of interaction candidates and of rapid radio follow-up

observations. Finally, we investigate other properties

of the maximum-mass CSM shells allowed by our radio

nondetections and show that their column densities are

high enough that pre-impact spectra could show narrow

absorption features as in PTF11kx; this, combined with

the lack of absorption features in the pre-impact spec-

trum, indicates that the CSM is probably low density as

assumed.

4.1. Constraining the Duration of Interaction

1 https://swift.gsfc.nasa.gov/analysis/uvot digest/zeropts.html
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In §4.2 we will see that constraining the time at which

interaction ends (tp; the time the forward shock reaches

the edge of the shell) or the time of impact (timp) in-

creases the utility of the radio data. To the purpose

of constraining the interaction timescale, we compare

SN 2015cp to its nearest analog, PTF11kx, using the

metric that indicated the interaction history of that ob-

ject: the integrated luminosity of the broad Hα line

(LHα) from Silverman et al. (2013b).

In Figure 2 we show LHα for PTF11kx and SN 2015cp.

Note that the point with large error bars is a combina-

tion of three measurements, with uncertainties reflecting

systematic and statistical errors. For SN 2015cp we also

include the line luminosity of the Ca II near-infrared

(NIR) triplet and the NUV observations presented and

discussed by Graham et al. (2018) which may be an

Mg II line. The Ca II and NUV signals have decline

rates consistent with that of LHα. No SN Ia features

are seen in the spectrum; all of these lines are powered

by interaction.

As seen in Figure 2, PTF11kx and SN 2015cp have

very different spectroscopic coverage: the former has ob-

servations throughout the years, whereas the latter sam-

pling is of the decline only but at comparatively high

cadence. For PTF11kx, we know LHα increased until

285 days, plateaued for the next 160 days, and started

to decline sometime between 450 and 695 days. The

decline was interpreted as the time at which the shock

had swept over the majority of the CSM such that the

reservoir of shocked, cooling gas was depleted (Silver-

man et al. 2013a), constraining 450 ≤ tp ≤ 690 days yet

leaving the LHα decline rate highly uncertain. (We note

that this interpretation is not based on detailed hydro-

dynamic and radiation transport calculations, so there is

an additional but currently unquantified level of uncer-

tainty in this interpretation that requires sophisticated

modeling to understand, which is far beyond the scope

of this work.) In contrast, SN 2015cp has no spectra

between its classification spectrum (∼ 60 days) and the

X-Shooter spectrum (706 days), so its impact time and

peak times are poorly constrained. But its decline is

well observed by the follow-up campaign. Over the ob-

served 100 days, SN 2015cp has LHα ∝ t−8.5 (from an

error-weighted fit to the data performed with scipy).

The fortuitous observations of both SNe with optical

spectra at ∼ 60 and 700 days allows us at least to say

that these SNe are not twins. SN 2015cp is an order

of magnitude fainter in Hα at late times, and began

interacting with its CSM later — the classification spec-

trum was of sufficient quality to detect, at 3σ confidence,

a narrow Hα line an order of magnitude less luminous

than was observed in PTF11kx (Graham et al. 2018).

400 600 800
days since explosion

1039

1040

lin
e 

lu
m

in
os

ity
 [e

rg
s−

1
]

PTF11kx
Hα

Cases
1: tp = 681 days
2: tp = 500 days

SN 2015cp
Hα
L∝ t−8.5

Ca II NIR
NUV (Mg II?)

Figure 2. The evolution of the broad Hα emission-line lu-
minosity constrains the duration of interaction for SN 2015cp
(green circles), as for PTF11kx (Silverman et al. 2013b, grey
circles). The steep decline (L ∝ t−8.5;green dashed line) indi-
cates interaction was over by the time of the NUV detection
at 681 days. The integrated Ca II near-infrared emission
(orange hexagons) and the NUV data that may have been
line emission from Mg II (teal squares) are consistent with
the Hα decline rate. In this work, we consider two scenar-
ios (dotted): Case 1 (blue), that SN 2015cp is intrinsically
fainter than PTF11kx and we discovered SN 2015cp just as
interaction ended (tp = 681 days); and Case 2 (yellow), that
SN 2015cp had the same Hα luminosity as PTF11kx and its
interaction ended at tp = 500 days.

If we knew the peak Hα luminosity reached by

SN 2015cp, we would be able to constrain the time

interaction ended. Since we do not have these data, we

consider two cases representing different conservative

assumptions, illustrated in Figure 2.

• Case 1 assumes SN 2015cp was brightest in Hα at

NUV discovery, i.e., tp = 681 days. This would

not be as serendipitous as it may, at first, seem:

detection favors the bright, and the Hα luminosity

was likely highest just before interaction ended —

when the reservoir of cooling shocked hydrogen is

greatest.

• Case 2 assumes the observed LHα decline rate is

constant and that SN 2015cp had the same maxi-

mum LHα as PTF11kx, resulting in tp = 500 days.

Furthermore, if PTF11kx and SN 2015cp had the

same CSM density, then, like PTF11kx, SN 2015cp

would have needed 282 days to reach the plateau

luminosity, so for this case timp ≤ 218 days.

Furthermore, this comparison implies that for

PTF11kx tp,11kx = 588 days (if it follows the same

decline rate) so fR,11kx = 5.9.
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Case 1 is our favored scenario because it has fewer as-

sumptions: Case 2 relies on both extrapolation and a

comparison to PTF11kx that may not be appropriate.

Finally we note that the limits obtained in Cases 1 and

2 bound what would be obtained from assuming the t8.5

decline rate and any 500 ≤ tp ≤ 681.

4.2. Mass Limits from Radio Data

Using these parameterized light curves described in

§2, we can determine the maximum CSM mass allowed

by our VLA and AMI nondetections, with particular

consideration given to the two cases put forth in the

previous section.

The methodology is straightforward. We create a grid

of models varying timp and fR such that there are a

variety of peak times (i.e., a variety of delay times be-

tween radio peak and AMI/VLA observation). For each

model light curve we know the maximum Lp allowed by

the AMI/VLA limit, which translates into a maximum

allowed density. From timp, fR, and the maximum al-

lowed density we then know the maximum allowed mass

(see Equations 1 and 2).

From observations, timp ≥ 60 days and tp ≤ 681 days.

In line with HNK16, we only consider fR ≥ 0.1. These

criteria set our explored parameter space to timp ∈
[60, 616] days and fR ∈ [0.1, 5.74]. Cases 1 and 2 fix

tp to a particular value and represent a specific contour

in timp–fR space (and in Case 2, timp ≤ 208 days, i.e.,

fR ≥ 1.02; Equation 3).

The mass limits resulting from this analysis are shown

in Figure 3. It is important to acknowledge that the

mass constraints from the VLA data and the AMI data

are nearly the same, highlighting the power of rapid

follow-up observations for these steeply declining light

curves. The VLA limit is eleven times deeper than that

of AMI, after accounting for the spectral energy distri-

bution (SED) and the observed frequency, but the AMI

limit is as effective simply by virtue of occurring three

weeks earlier. For reference, we also present how the

maximum allowed mass would decrease if the VLA non-

detection were four times deeper, to simulate a longer

exposure time or a closer object and to indicate that

these are upper limits.

Given an fR, there is a maximum possible impact time

that satisfies the requirement tp < 681 days, setting the

latest timp for each fR curve. The thickest possible shell

has only one valid impact time, while thinner shells span

more of the domain. For curves thinner than fR ≈ 1, the

shaded regions also appear to have an earliest possible

impact time, but this is simply due to the limitations

of the parameterized light curves (§2). The steep slope
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Figure 3. Upper limits on the CSM mass of SN 2015cp
as a function of the impact time (timp) and shell width
(fR), assuming a finite-extent, constant-density CSM shell.
PTF11kx is shown for comparison (pink open square) for
fR = 4− 6 (pink line). Constraints from the 769 day VLA 6
GHz nondetection (grey line) and the 750 day AMI 15.5 GHz
nondetection (dashed black line) are similar, highlighting the
power of prompt observations. For reference, we illustrate
how the constraints would change if the VLA nondetection
were four times deeper (grey shading). Cases 1 (blue line)
and 2 (yellow line) assume the time of radio peak to 681 and
500 days, respectively, and show the importance of constrain-
ing tp. The CSM mass is constrained to Mcsm < 0.5 M� for
Case 1 (and < 2 M� for Case 2) despite large uncertainties
in the CSM location and extent.

of each fR curve reflects the steep decline of the light

curves.

The degeneracy between fR and timp, as well as the

sensitive dependence of the mass limit on timp, are obvi-

ous in this plot and motivated the search for additional

constraints on the duration of interaction described in

§4.1. We consider two cases: Case 1, the radio light

curves peak at tp = 681 days; and Case 2, tp = 500 days.

A fixed tp gives a relation between fR and timp rather

than a constraint on either parameter alone (Equation

3) as demonstrated by the curves in Figure 3. In fact, tp
constrains the CSM mass very well almost independent

of the inaccuracy in timp and fR. For this reason, we

identify it as the key parameter to constrain in future

efforts to characterize SNe Ia;n.

The VLA nondetection constrains the CSM mass

to Mcsm < 0.5 M� for Case 1 and Mcsm < 2 M�
for Case 2. Particularly in Case 1, these limits are

similar to the mass measured for PTF11kx (Graham

et al. 2017), as shown. We show both the reported

Mcsm,11kx = 0.06 M� as well as a higher estimate of

Mcsm,11kx = 0.42 M� that results from assuming the
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four-times-higher column density reported by the au-

thors as well as the result from this work that the CSM

may have been thicker than previously assumed (§4.1).

4.3. The Constraining Power of Pre-Impact Spectra

In this section, we translate the VLA upper limit into

limits on the CSM column density (Ncsm) and its con-

stituent factors: fR, Rin, and ρcsm. For PTF11kx, the

saturated narrow absorption lines in the pre-impact op-

tical spectra alerted observers to the unique nature of

the event. Borkowski et al. (2009) identify the narrow

Na D features as a good metric for CSM shell properties

when considering shells at > 1017 cm, and we expect the

same is true for nearer cases. This analysis is relevant for

future observations rather than SN 2015cp itself, whose

only pre-impact spectrum is too late to have revealed

such features. The measurements for PTF11kx refer-

enced in this analysis come from Graham et al. (2017).

The constituents of the column density are fR, Rin,

and ρcsm:

Ncsm = ncsmfRRin = ρcsmfRRin/(µmp) . (5)

For this analysis we have assumed the mean molecular

weight µ = 1.33. In the above equation, ncsm is the

particle density and mp the proton mass.

In Figure 4 we show these constraints for Cases 1 and

2 again as a function of timp. As in Figure 3, shaded

bands represent a simulated VLA nondetection up to

four times deeper than the actual nondetection. We

also show the value of each parameter for PTF11kx as

derived by Graham et al. (2017), noting both the higher

and lower reported values for the column density. The

equations provided in §2 are a helpful reference when

interpreting the behavior of the curves in panels (a)–

(c).

Panel (a) simply illustrates the relationship between

fR and timp for a fixed tp and is independent of the

VLA limit. Earlier timp values require wider shells to

peak at a given time. The error bar on the PTF11kx

point indicates the fractional width fR,11kx = 5.9 that

would be implied if interaction ended at 588 days (§4.1).

Panel (b) shows upper limits on CSM density. The

Case 2 limit is higher (weaker) than the Case 1 limit

because the light curve has had longer to decline, so

higher peak luminosities and thus higher densities are

permissible. Later impact times also allow higher ρcsm
(for a given tp) because thinner shells have a lower peak

luminosity and faster decline rate than thicker shells.

For PTF11kx this value is derived using measurements

of fR, timp, and Ncsm.

In panel (c) we plot the limit on Rin, which is actually

a lower limit. While generally the behavior of this curve
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Figure 4. Constraints on CSM properties for Case 1
(blue; radio peak at 681 days) and Case 2 (yellow; peak at
500 days), with a comparison to PTF11kx (open markers).
Shaded bands represent the analysis with a nondetection up
to four times deeper to illustrate limits. Legends apply to all
panels. The panels are (a) fractional width, (b) mass den-
sity, (c) inner radius, and (d) column density. Our limits
on the inner radius are similar to the expected location of
nova shells. Panel (d) shows that a measurement of column
density from an optical spectrum near the SN B-band max-
imum could be leveraged, e.g., 3× 1022 cm−2 would rule out
Case 1.

is intuitive (one would expect a later impact time to

imply a more distant shell), the weak dependence of

Rin on ρcsm actually requires that higher-density shells

be nearer to the SN for interaction to begin at a given

time, resulting in a maximum Rin. The dependence on

ρcsm is also why a deeper VLA limit (shaded band),

constraining the CSM to lower densities, would imply
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a higher Rin. The value for PTF11kx comes from timp

and assuming a maximum ejecta speed, but is consistent

with the HNK16 value given its timp and ρcsm.

Finally, in panel (d) we use Equation 5 to translate

our radio nondetections into an upper limit on Ncsm.

As with the mass constraint previously, fixing tp results

in limits on Ncsm that are almost independent of timp,

particularly for Case 1.

While Ncsm is not single-valued, we see that a reliable

measurement of Ncsm from a spectrum near maximum

B-band brightness could constrain tp by making Case 1

(i.e., late values of tp) less likely. The Ca K absorption

line in PTF11kx that was used to measure Ncsm was

strong up to at least 20 days after maximum light, so

this metric does not necessarily require very early-time

spectra (but does benefit from high-resolution spectra).

5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

SN 2015cp is the third case of an SN Ia interacting

with CSM located ∼ 1016 cm from the progenitor sys-

tem, what we call an SN Ia;n. The “X;n” label des-

ignates a supernova that initially appears normal, but

weeks to months after SN peak is dominated by inter-

action signatures. Here we will summarize our radio

and X-ray nondetections and the constraints on the cir-

cumstellar environment of SN 2015cp obtained via the

models of Harris et al. (2016, “HNK16”). We will then

put these limits in context of SN Ia progenitor theory

and other known interacting SNe Ia. Finally, we will

highlight the need for a systematic search for SNe Ia;n

and make suggestions based on the lessons learned from

our analysis of both PTF11kx and SN 2015cp.

This work relies on the hydrodynamic modeling and

radiation calculations of HNK16, which we summarized

briefly in §2. These models address the scenario of an

adiabatic shock propagating through a constant-density

CSM shell with a distinct inner and outer edge. When

the forward shock reaches the edge of the CSM, we say

interaction has “ended” because the CSM is no longer

gaining thermal energy; this is the time of peak radio

luminosity. In HNK16, a simple description of the rel-

evant hydrodynamic timescales and the optically thin

radio synchrotron light curves was derived.

As described in §3 and shown in Figure 1, at a dis-

tance of 167 Mpc, SN 2015cp was a good candidate for

radio and X-ray follow-up observations once interaction

was discovered. Models of its nearest analog, PTF11kx,

suggested SN 2015cp could still be visible even if (like

PTF11kx) interaction had ceased — that interaction

had ended for SN 2015cp was unknown at the time of the

observations. Therefore, we observed this target with

the VLA, AMI, and Swift; but all observations resulted

in nondetections.

Nevertheless, the radio upper limits can be interpreted

in the framework of Harris et al. (2016) to give limits

on the CSM properties. The extent of the CSM is a

key parameter in these models, and can be determined

if the time of impact and time that the forward shock

sweeps over the bulk of the CSM are known. In the case

of SN 2015cp, we can only place limits on these times

(§4.1). For both SN 2015cp and PTF11kx, the limits on

the duration of interaction come from the evolution of

the Hα luminosity. The decline of both the optical and

NUV emission suggests that the shock was no longer en-

ergizing CSM by the time of our observations. We assess

two scenarios, which can be thought of as late and early

limits on the time interaction ended: Case 1, in which

the radio light curve peaked at the time of NUV dis-

covery (681 days); and Case 2, in which the radio light

curve peaked at 500 days, under the assumption that

the Hα luminosity of SN 2015cp was the same as that of

PTF11kx and a constant decline rate (Figure 2). With-

out these assumptions there is too large an uncertainty

in timp–fR space to draw conclusions (Figure 3).

In §4.2, we find that the CSM has a mass Mcsm <

0.5 M� for Case 1. Case 2 is less constraining because

it implies our observations occur longer after peak radio

brightness than in Case 1; in Case 2, Mcsm < 2 M�
(Figure 3). These limits are near to the inferred CSM

mass of PTF11kx, but far higher than the estimated

mass from a single nova shell eruption, which for the

symbiotic recurrent nova RS Ophiuchi was observed to

be ∼ 10−6 M� (O’Brien et al. 1992).

We also explored the limits on CSM extent, density,

inner radius, and column density that can be derived

from the radio observations (§4.3; Figure 4). We find

that in Case 1 the CSM of SN 2015cp had, at most, the

same column density as PTF11kx. For Case 2, higher

column densities are allowed. The lack of any narrow

absorption features in the pre-impact spectrum supports

the idea that SN 2015cp had a lower column density

than PTF11kx, which in turn implies a lower density

(∼ 10−19 g cm−3), though it may be the case that the

spectrum was too late time to see the feature.

Figure 5 summarizes how the various observations of

SN 2015cp have been employed to constrain the CSM

properties.

As with promptly-interacting SNe Ia, SNe Ia;n are as-

sociated with the “91T-like” subclass. Here we define

this as spectroscopically most similar to SN 1991T or

SN 1999aa near maximum light, with the light-curve

similarities being a secondary classification metric when

a near-maximum spectrum is lacking. The physical con-
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Figure 5. A summary of the panchromatic data available for SN 2015cp and how they are used in our analysis. Optical
observations are split by whether they are photometric imaging (“ph.”) or spectroscopy (“sp.”). Legends indicate the instrument
or filter used, and nondetections are open markers. The two-year gap between the initial discovery and classification of this
supernova and the discovery of its interaction creates large uncertainties in its CSM properties.

nection between these three groups is undetermined.

The simplest hypothesis to explain the similarity of

the spectroscopic SN features is that the groups share

the same progenitor system. But, particularly for the

prompt interaction cases, which lack a noninteracting

phase for studying the SN alone, some debate whether

the progenitor is a high mass star (e.g., Inserra et al.

2016). Silverman et al. (2013a) also noted that PTF11kx

differed from promptly-interacting SNe Ia-CSM. Further

studies both observational and theoretical of SNe Ia;n

are needed to establish the connection between 91T-like

SNe Ia, SNe Ia;n, and promptly-interacting SNe Ia-CSM

for certain.

If the systems do have a common progenitor, eruptive

mass loss episodes could naturally bridge noninteract-

ing, late-interacting, and promptly-interacting SNe Ia.

An eruptive mass loss episode can quickly (within years)
sweep extended CSM into to a shell at distance of

∼ 1016 cm (Moore & Bildsten 2012) which would then

mix with the interstellar medium within ∼ 106 yr. This

would explain why some 91T-like SNe Ia have clean en-

vironments (like SN 1991T) while others interact with

CSM at ∼ 1016 − 1017 cm. Furthermore, multiple erup-

tions will result in CSM shells collected near the same ra-

dius such that the CSM mass observed in the interaction

need not represent that of a single eruption (and swept

up material). Prompt interaction would be observed if

the SN occurred while extended material was still in the

progenitor system, i.e., before an eruption. Thus, the

three observed groups are natural in an eruptive-mass-

loss scenario.

However, even determining that eruptions form the

CSM does not by itself reveal the nature of the pro-

genitor system, as there are a variety of mechanisms for

rapid mass loss that evacuate an inner cavity. Novae and

symbiotic novae are the canonical example, and tied to

the single-degenerate progenitor channel. The double-

degenerate scenario of Shen et al. (2013) also has a rapid

expulsion of mass in a common envelope phase, though

without a sufficient density and too distant to explain

observed SNe Ia;n. It has also been suggested that a CO

WD merging with the core of a post-AGB star can cre-

ate a variety of interaction timescales (e.g., Soker 2013).

In the core-collapse hypothesis, the ejections that create

the CSM may be caused by instabilities within the star

or a binary companion; but whether this is relevant for

SNe Ia;n is unclear, as Inserra et al. (2016) found that

PTF11kx was the only SN Ia-CSM for which they would

not favor a core-collapse progenitor. Characterizing the

mass, location, and extent of the CSM in SNe Ia;n can

distinguish these scenarios from one another.

Determining the origin of the CSM in SNe Ia;n and

possibly thus the progenitors of 91T-like SNe Ia relies

partially on increasing our sample of SNe Ia;n with a

systematic observation strategy. From our analyses of

PTF11kx, and now SN 2015cp, some guidelines for fu-

ture efforts to discover and characterize SNe Ia;n emerge.

The first suggestion is to ensure that nearby 91T-like

SNe Ia are monitored over a years-long baseline, to dis-

cover the onset of interaction: our analysis shows that

the two-year gap in observations of SN 2015cp severely

limits our ability to use the radio nondetections a pri-

ori. Long-term photometric monitoring is possible with

the Zwicky Transient Facility (and, in the future, the

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope) and discovery should

be possible with such surveys because Hα holds the R-
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band magnitude constant months after SN peak (Wood-

Vasey et al. 2004; Dilday et al. 2012). Obtaining spec-

troscopic confirmation of the SN sub-type is also impor-

tant and should be feasible if not rote for targets that

are within 200 Mpc (which are the best-suited targets

for radio and X-ray follow-up). After discovery of inter-

action, regular spectroscopy or imaging with a narrow

Hα filter to measure the Hα line strength is strongly

encouraged, as it is a proxy for the phase of interaction.

We have shown that radio observations should prioritize

being early over being deep: the AMI nondetection was

nearly as constraining as that of the VLA. In the case of

a radio detection, of course, the capability of the VLA

to provide a spectrum would be crucial and a time se-

ries useful. X-ray observations also constrain the CSM

mass and are likely from thermal bremsstrahlung, thus

independent of the synchrotron εB parameter. If the Hα

emission is observed to be constant or increasing, a ra-

dio or X-ray nondetection may indicates a high optical

depth in which case continued monitoring (or a differ-

ent frequency observation) would be prudent. There-

fore, we suggest that continual monitoring of 91T-like

SNe Ia with a plan for rapid combined radio and optical

follow-up observations is the path forward for growing

our sample of SNe Ia;n and understanding the progeni-

tors of 91T-like SNe Ia.
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